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Cbntim/edjわm Jhe cover
- uPOn a Way Of seemg the phenome-
non from within. Insight is accompanied
by a sense of surprlSe. What has been
CIosed is suddenly discIosed. It entails
genuine perception, Seelng aneW. He who
thinks that we can see the same object
twice has never seen. Paradoxically,
insight is a knowledge at first sight.’’
Abraham Joshua Heschel, 77!e Prqphets
About the Cover :
INSIGHT, aS described by Abraham
Joshua Heschel, WaS the inspiration for
this issue. University Professor Elie
Wiesel explains his inspiration to create
in another compelling way. When asked
Why he writes, intemationally renowned
novelist Elie Wiesel answers with the fol-
lowmg StOry. “In days of old, a yOung
Jew decided to go forth to see the world.
His mother, a POOr WOman in ancient
Palestine, had no parting g抗except a
Pillow. `Take it, my SOn,’she said. `If
you come to a strange clty and find no
bed at night, yOu Can always go out to
the fields and sleep on this pillow.’So it
Came tO PaSS: the young man arrived in
Rome, and when evenmg fell, he went
OutSide the city and cushioned his head
On his mother’s pillow. That very night
the耽mple in Jerusalem was burned and
destroyed, and the pillow under the boy’s
head burst into flames.
“I only write when the pillow bums,’’
COnCluded Wiesel.
One of Professor Wiesel,s most intri-
gumg eSSayS begins on page 6.
Our cover photograph by D.J.
Hawthorne “Sun Rays on Melting
Snow’’is a visual analogy to Heschel’s
insight.
Dear ReadeL
INSIGHT is designed to translate
University-based research and academic
achievements into a readily accessible
and understandable language. The pages
Of this premier issue of INSIGHT serve
to interpret and explain aspects of
University-based research, grantS and
accomplishments in the fields of natural
SCience, SOCial science, the arts and litera-
ture.
口
During the last two decades, Elie Wiesel
has become one of the worldタs most elo-
quent spokesmen for mankind. His essay
(Page 6 ) on the trial of Adolf Eichmann
at Jerusalem is featured in our pages to
“Boston Universlty lS emergmg aS a
ma70r reSearCh center. Grants and
COntraCtS aWarded to the University′s
faculty have risen from $14. 1 million
in 1971 to $41.1 million in 1977-78.
INSIGHT provides a forum for those
Who are actively invoIved in or sup-
POrtive of Universlty reSearCh. It was
Created to encourage the understand-
mg and appreciation of the academic
WOrld at Boston University.’’
∠蒸暑
President, Boston Universlty
PrOVide both an understanding of why
Wiesel feels we all share the guilt for the
HoIocaus  and a glimpse of his powerful
literary lnSight and style.
口
The regulation of television advertise-
ments direc ed at children has been a
growmg COnCem Of consumer groups.
David Rosenthal, a graduate of Boston
Univers ty’s Law School, eXamines the
researc  conducted by Professor F Earle
Barcus within his article (Page 13) on the
commercialization of America,s children.
□
Researchers at the Center for Criminal
Justice r cently developed a unlque book
Of legal guidel nes for the Boston Police
Departm nt. Their work, funded by a
$450,000 grant from the Law Enforce-
ment Admini t ation, is described (Page
12 )by Adrienne Sotnek, a SchooI of
Public Communication graduate, Who is
now working in Atlanta, Georgla.
□
DermatoIogists at the SchooI of Medi-
Cine conducted pioneermg reSearCh on
cne more than 20 years ago. Their stud-
ies have become part of the foundation
for further m dical research to find a
treatment for acne. Dr. Peter Pochi, a
member of the research team at Boston
University, eXPlains (Page 22) current
theories about this troublesome skin dis-
Order.
□
Curriculum changes are not often expli-
C tly irected at benefiting the society at
large. Boston University’s innovative
medical program, however, WaS designed
to speci ically benefit those of us who
will need health care in the future. The
flexible curriculum, funded by a $1.03
million grant from the Commonwealth
Fund of New Ybrk City, allows medical
Students to take advantage of humanities
and social science courses (page25 ).
□
T future issu s of INSIGHT to be
Publish in Bostonia Magazine semi-
annually, Will contain more articles on
interdisciplinary or specialized research,
excerpts fr m symposia and literary
WOrks, and interviews with distinguished
PrOfessors who are authorities in their
fields.
We feel that alumni, and others who
are actively concemed with academic
research and cholarly work affiliated
Wi  the University, Will benefit from
this and future issues of INSIGHT.
The Editor
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SEARCH
AN INVENTORY OF CURRENT FINDINGS
Above L伊A pho′ograph Qf,he勅高fIa’㌢当油ke′7 b), ’he訪ar ’e/es`’ape高[h an朋励afl{er・ Center・・ Cha′7neIs /′~ Ch′γSe Plan′ia-Mars-
N邪:4’s Viki′?g, /976. At RighI:?げS /eIe、,/Se(l bl, NAふ4’s MarineI・, /972.
An alyzmg
beams of sunlight
P露
ably no one enJOyS a Sunny day
e than Jeff Bomgardner, CuratOr
Of the new Solar Teaching Laboratory m
the University’s Astronomy Department.
When skies are clear, the equlPment in
the lab can hold and analyze a beam of
Sunlight, a11owmg Students to study the
nature of the sun.
Bomgardner, Who received his B.A.
and M.A. in astronomy at Boston Uni-
VerSity, designed and built the solar lab
With money provided through a match-
mg grant from the Instructional Scien-
tific National Science Foundation.
Kenneth A. Janes, aSSistant professor,
WrOte and submitted the grant proposal
to upgrade the teaching facilities.
In order to maximize the use of the
$8,000 grant, the department built its
OWn equlPment, Which provided more
CaPabilities tailored to specific needs.
The sun’s light can be dissected
through a spectroscope, Which takes a
ray of sunlight and splits it by a process
known as ``diffraction grating.’’The
resulting individual rays display a full
SPeCtrum Of coIors formed by light waves
Of various frequencies. This allows a stu-
dent to determine which elements exist in
the sun’s spectrum, and what conditions
are present.
The solar rotation rate, Sun SPOtS,
COmPOSition and other interesting facts
Can-be observed through the heliostat,
Which reflects light from a particular
portion of the sky into a stationary
instrument.
A beam of light is directed through a
hole or “optical window’’and is held
COnStant for students to study.
The teaching facility is anong the first
university solar laboratories in this area.
Bomgardner said, ``What we are trying
to do is to glVe Students interested in
maJOrmg ln aStrOnOmy an OPPOrtunity to
WOrk with equlPment that is similar to
the kind they would find in a large solar
laboratory. For students not maJOrmg ln
the subject, it gives them a basic idea of
what an astronomer does."
Another facility in the department,
also designed and built by Bomgardner,
is the planetarium dome, Which is used
for classes and open to the public upon
SPeCial arrangement. The planetarium
has a stellarium projector capable of
PrOjecting an exact image of the sky full
Of stars. Specific star constellations can
be studied with this projector, Which was
donated to Boston University by NASA
after previous use in the training of the
Apollo astronauts.
Mars lacks
Chemistry for life
M蒜嵩塁露悪,Of
and the search for life on that planet
may be abandoned.
This was he stark consensus that
emerged as the country’s top space scien-
ti s reviewed evidence from the two
Viking spacecrafts that landed on Mars
in June and July of 1975. The scientists,
including project scientists from the
Na ional Aeronautic and Space Adminis-
tr tion (NASA) as well as members of
th  Space Science Board of the National
Academy of Sciences, met reCently at
Bos on University’s BioIogical Science
Center to confer on the results of the
Ⅵk ng probes, With particular emphasis
On the chemi try and biology of the Mar-
ia  surf ce.
“I may have been prepared for the
lack of life on Mars,’’said Dr. Gerald
Soffen of NASAs Langley Research
Center, “but it never occurred to me that
there would b  no organic chemistry as
We11. Before the landings, mOSt Of the
SCientists at this meeting would have
expected to ind some sort of microor-
ganisms in the Martian soil, but now I
think just about everybody would have
to say that, given the data we’ve
received, it’s highly unlikely that there is
any l fe at all on Mars.’’
According to Dr. Richard S. Young,
head of NASAs planetary bioIogy pro-
gram, Who chaired most of the two-day
SeSSion, Viking’s results make it unlikely
that any large-SCale bioIoglCal research
equlPment Will be urged for the next
unmanned Mars landing, Which NASA
hopes to launch in 1986.
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Study confirms
dangers of oral
COntraCePtives
Heart attacks, StrOkes and blooddots are the risks women are
chanclng eVeryday when they take birth
controI pi11s. Young or old, SmOker or
non-SmOker, there is some risk invoIved
for each woman who takes the pill or
other estrogen drug, aCCOrding to a
report by a group of Boston Universlty
SchooI of Medicine (BUSM) researchers.
The report, Published in a recent issue
of the Journal QfAmerican Mcdical
Association, is the largest, mOSt COmPre-
hensive study done on the effects of oral
contraceptlVeS in the United States, and
wi‖ be useful in helping doctors decide
whether or not their female patients
Should use estrogen.
Stroke and blood clots, OCCurring m
premenopausal women, aPPear tO be
limited almost entirely to users of oral
contraceptlVe drugs, the report said.
Women taking the pill have a 23 times
higher risk for stroke and eleven times
higher risk for blood dots. These risks
are considered =substantial’’.
Women between the ages of 38 and 45,
who smoke and use the pill, are taking
what is considered to be an extremely
high risk for heart attack. A study
showed this risk to be 17 in 10,000, Or
approximately 2 percent.
Although there is an exceedingly low
number of heart attacks in women under
40, yOung WOmen Who take the pill have
a risk 15 times higher than non-uSerS.
The report also noted that women with
blood type A, B, Or AB had approxi-
mately twice the heart attack rate of
women whoSe blood type was O, and an
even higher risk of venous blood cIots.
The studies done for this report were
conducted on women who were ``other-
wise healthy.’’Women with hyperten-
sion, diabetes, angma, tOXemia and past
heart attacks have an even higher risk
for vascular i11ness.
AIcohoI consunption
dunng PregnanCy
increases risk of birth
de鰐ds.
Babies bom to women who drinkheavily have at least twice the ris
of birth defects as babies bom to women
who drink only rarely or in moderate
amounts, aCCOrding to a pilot study by
two Boston University SchooI of Medi-
cine physicians, Henry L. Rosett and N.
Paul Osman.
The study indicates that offsprmg Of
heavy drinkers develop a wide range of
medical problems two to six times more
oft n han the offsprmg Of rare or mod-
erate drinkers. The problems include pre-
maturity, neurOIogic damage’Cardiac
defects, abn mally small jaws, eyeS and
heads, POOr muSCle tone, and the inabil-
ity to suck we l. The study also indicates
that the kind of congenital damage done
to the infant depends on the stage of
pregnancy at which the alcohoI was con-
sumed. The study found no specific pat-
t rn of abn rmalities, however, a reSult
which runs counter to the常fetal alcohoI
syndrome,, reported by earlier research-
The study defined “heavy drinkers’’as
those women who had five or more
drinks on a single occasion during preg-
nancy and whose daily average consump-
tion was the equlValent of 45 milliliters
Of pure alcohol, Or almost two ounces.
The study focused on the 630 women
who regi te ed for prenatal care at Bos-
ton city Hospital since 1974 and had
agreed to participate in the research. A
second study s planned for all babies
born during the next two years at Boston
City Hospital, With follow-uP Studies
scheduled for the first two years of each
baby’s life.
Oil pollution is
making lobsterS sick
W嵩詳議書霊豊
A marine bioIogist addresslng himself to
this question has concluded that the
long-term effects of an oil spill can be
more serious than the destruction occur-
ring at the time of the accident・ Dr. Jelle
Atema of the Boston University Marine
Program at Woods Hole on Cape Cod
has found that exposure to oil can con-
fuse the behavior patterns vital to a sea
animal,s survival.
In exp riments with 16bsters and mud
snails, Dr. Atema found that oil causes
chahges in eatlng and matmg habits. The
animals Iost their appetites, ran aWay, Or
tumed over and writhed, depending on
the type and amount of oil he exposed
them to.
The normal level of oil in sea water is
one part per 10 million, aCCOrding to Dr.
Atema. He found that one part per mil-
1ion of #2 fuel oil is toxic to Iobsters.
Crude oil is less toxic. He said that when
he exp9Se   group of lobsters to three
parts per mi11io  of # fuel oil for 12
hours, =they went totally berserk, lying
on their backs and wavlng their legs
around. They also Iost their appetites.
We removed them from the tank after 12
hours but they probably would have died
if left in for another day. It took several
days for the sickest of the lobsters to
recover from their bout with oil.’’
Experiments with different types of oil
produced curious behaviors in the lob-
sters. Some oil acted as an attractant,
some as a repellent. Some caused no
Changes in behavior.
Dr. Atema hopes to discover not only
how oil pollution affects sea animals・ but
also t determine what levels of chronic
pollution they can tolerate. His research
is funded by three federal agencies. He
presently has a $65,000 grant from the
Envi onmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and  $51,(Xro grant from the Energy
Res rch and Development Administra-
tion (ERDA). Previous funding included
a sea Grant from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration.
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Academic team
plans Financial
Information Center
for Saudi Arabia
Before you can say “Fininfo’’threetim s, a COmPuter SyStem, being
developed by a Boston University team
for the Saudi Arabian govemment, Will
SuPPly a complete analysis of the oil-rich
nation,s economic outlook for the next
twenty years. And that’s only a fraction
of the services planned for the new $30
million information center, Called
Fininfo.
The Center, tO be completed in 1980,
will be an ultra modem facility supplying
the Saudi Arabian Ministry of Finance
and National Economy with an assort-
ment of technoIogical communication
SyStemS. The facility will include a
library, Satellite computers, Plus audio
and video facilities capable of processlng
information simultaneously.
Gerald F McVey, PrOject director and
associate professor at the University’s
SchooI of Education, nOted that Fininfo
wi11 be more comprehensive, SOPhisti-
cated, and varied than any other finan-
cial information center in existence
tod争y.
The futuristic center, tO be located in
Riyadh, is just what the Saudis need to
control their recent abundance of wealth.
At the push of a button, COmPlete and
accurate financial information will be
available to help determine such deci-
sions as investment moves and repercus-
Boston University became invoIved
with the Center’s development when the
United States廿easury, WOrking with
Saudi Arabia through the U.S. - Saudi
Aiabian Joint Commission on Economic
Cooperation, Chose McVey to direct the
PrOject. The U.S. - Saudi Arabian Joint
Commission on Economic Cooperation
was established in June of 1974. It is
COOrdinated by the United States Deparト
ment of廿easury and the Saudi Arabian
Ministry of Finance and National Econ-
Omy. The Joint Commission currently
SPOnSOrS tWenty maJOr PrOjects, With an
estimated total value of $800 million. At
PreSent, there are more than 130 techni-
Cal personnel stationed in Saudi Arabia
Who are working on these projects.
SchooI of Education Professor Jerry
Powell, a SPeCialist in communication
and computer sciences, is also working
On the project.
M arketing
Fed ral Programs
If you haven’t heard of the DomesticIntemational Sales Corporati n
(DISC) p ogram, it’s probably because
the U.S. Govemment,s Commerce and
廿easury Departments are simply not
uslng eStablished marketing methods to
sell their own programs. According to
SchooI Management Marketing Spe-
cialist, Samuel Rabino, the lack of good
marketing techniques is a maJOr PrOblem
for federal departments.
Rabino was hired as a consultant for
the Commerce and廿eqsury Depart-
ments, after he completed a study on the
Sales corporation program.
The program was created to encourage
American firms to sell goods to forelgn
buyers by granting tax breaks on profits
made through DISC, an eXPOrt Sales
Sub§idiary.
Rabino said that the U.S. intemational
balance of payments deficit has been
made wor e, because of a weak federal
Sales p tch. “Their promotional literature
is poorly writte ,’’he noted, “and they
don’t have a real campalgn directed to
the smaller high-teChnoIogy firms.’’
Rabino said that the result of poor
CamPalgnmg lS a Widespread barrier to
internat onal trade. Businessmen inac-
Curately perceive exporting as a risky
Venture, and many firms with limited
resources and trade optlOnS, Who would
benefit highly from DISC, are nOt eVen
aware that it exists.
Rabino suggested that the program’s
COntribution to increaslng jobs at home
and exports abroad could be more slgnif-
icant if:
- More of DISC’s profits are used for
expanding export sales.
- The accounting and administrative
COStS for establishing and maintalnlng
DISC are lowered.
- One agency or department pro-
motes the program more aggressively.
一Commercial matchmaking l§
improved between American manufac-
turers and foreign buyers by relying on
the Intemational Marketing Center.
Rabino suggested that these changes
WOuld specifica11y help sma宣ler firms
With limited resources and trade optlOnS.
Safeguards needed in
admitting adolescents
to mental institutions
A :謹書薯1露盤h。
cha11enge the right of parents to admit
them t6 mental institutions, aCCOrding to
a team of medical-legal experts at Boston
Univers ty.
In a study funded by the National
Institute of Mental Health, the research-
r  found that the law today glVeS almost
no prot ction  adolescents who ask to
be invoIved in decisions about their own
mental health care.
在The law treats anyone under the age
Of maJOrity as an infant,’’said John
Wilson, aSSOCiate dean of the Boston
University SchooI of Law and principal
investig tor, “but the fact is that adoles-
CenCe is a time of rapid, if uneven, matu-
ration in which the capaclty tO make
judgments n one’s own behalf greatly
``Parental control is rarely an issue
when there’s a physical problem,’’
Wilson continued. “In fact, ParentS are
legally obligated to get medical help for
their childr . But it is another problem
entirely when the child is nearly an adult
and the ment l health problem may ltSelf
stem from family conflict.’’
The study eam recommended the
establishment of a network of juvenile
advocates to speak on behalf of children
in cases of parent-Child conflict. They
also recommended the formation of
board composed of a psychiatrist, law-
yer and social worker to review requests
for release, COnteSted cases of admission
and th advisability of certain treat-
ments.
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ELIE WIESEL
ⅥIAT IS
THE UNFORGIⅤABLE?
Wiesel argues that the citizens ofthe world
must assume some ofthe responsib址ty
for the HoIocaust.
The trial of Eichmann at Jerusalem may be called his-toric insofar as it aimed not merely at judging theCrimes and moral degradation of a slngle individual- Or eVen Of a system - but at trying to define
more clearly a whole epoch of our history. That epoch, uP tO
now, has eluded all human understanding - SO inhumanly
blind were its drives, SO terrible their consequences.
Not one, but two peoples were transformed: the one into
the murderers, the other into the silent horde of the mur-
dered. How was it possible? We still ask twenty-five years
later. How was an Eichmann possible? We ask the question
in anguish - We are in the dark, Still. How explain away so
total a triumph of beastliness over man, and at the expense
Of the destruction of a whole people? How, and why? At a
Certain point in the asking, the why and the how come
together, indistinguishably.
Those of us who Iooked to the trial for an answer to these
questions Iooked in vain. I asked Alfred Kazin one day if he
thought the death of six million Jews could have any mean-
1ng, and he replied that he hoped not. There can, indeed, be
no answer naked enough, Or real enough. But the trial
Should at the very least have shaped the question, Should at
least have revealed the cry inside the question that will echo
through all time. Simply to condemn Eichmann was not
enough, nOt eVen, in fact possible. The enormlty, Call it even
the absurdity, Of his acts, tranSCended his person and placed
him outside of temporal justice. The laws of living men
COuld not judge him - Only the dead could confront him. It
WaS this that often made the trial seem unreal: that the prm-
CIPal characters, Eichmann foremost, aPPeared actually to
be at ease in their respective roles, aS if they had come
together in the usual kind of judicial proceeding, the ordi-
nary sort of trial where a man is being judged by his peers.
Not so: nOt he, nOt Eichmann was being tried, but History.
The accused Eichmann spoke freely, unafraid. He cited doc-
uments and figures, he held back nothing - he was desper-
ately bent on savlng his neck. Thus he often succeeded in
glVlng a false emphasis to the proceedings. Yet we all know
that it was not Eichmann’s neck that was really at stake. The
CaSe Of Eichmann - Symbol as we11 as individual - had to
be judged in the domain of psychiatry and metaphysics, and
not only by the processes of law.
It was precisely this kind of larger scope that the trial neverachieved, aS Cri ics of the proc edings have pointed out.
The beam of light that it threw did not encompass enough
and therefor  fai ed to uncover all the dark horizons. And if
the f cus of h  trial was too narrow, the reason was that the
PrOCeedings got stuck inside the rules of the legal game. The
accused should have constituted the pomt Of departure - he
WaS, instead, the nd in sight. So the equation was necessar置
y falsified: if, before the law, the Eichmanns are guilty, the
Others, therefore are innocent. But the truth leads to a dif置
ferent conclusion: the others are guilty, tOO.
A  of us, I believe, 1n Varymg degrees must take responsi-
bility for what happen d in Europe - Curzio Malaparte and
even Karl J spers have pointed this out. We belong to a gen-
eration at once lost and guilty, and our collective conscience
lies under a weight of humiliation. It is too easy to put the
Whole brunt on a smgl  Eichmann: tO do so is to evade com-
mg face to face with the problem. No ohe ever doubted
Eichmann’s guilt; eVeryOne WaS COnVinced of it from the
Start, and no trial was ne ded for proof. If the trial was
important - and I for one believe it was - it was because
by revIVlng the past it was able to demonstrate how a crime
COuld spill over and outward, and splash its guilt onto those
Who thought themselves to be standing at a safe distance. If
the grandiose proceedings had failed to teach this lesson,
they would have been not useless, but incomplete.
Future histor ans will find plenty of gaps in the Eichmann
trial: the research will have to go on. Contrary to what we
had every righ  to expect, the brief of particulars kept within
the narrow concems of the accused, Of him who was actually
St nd ng trial. The role played in the annihilation program
by all humanlty喜Nazified or otherwise - WaS brought up
Only in passlng.
Yet, We all know that the Germans could never have suc-
Ceeded in soIving the Jewish Question with such speed and
efficiency if it ha  not been for the help and tacit consent of
the Ukrainians, Slovaks, Poles, Hungarians. The SIovaks
Pai  for every person the Germans took out of their country;
he Hungarians put pressure on Eichmann - Who was by no
me ns lack ng n enthusiasm himself - tO Speed up the
transports; he Letts and Ukrainians in their cruelty sur-
passed the Germans themselves and as for the Poles, it was
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not by accident that the worst concentration camps were set
up in Poland, WOrSe than anywhere else.
But it is a well-eStabli§hed fact that wherever the local
population was opposed to the deportation of their Jewish
fellow citizehs, theバyield’’was poor - unSatisfactory to the
Nazis. Eichmann himself emphasized this point in the con-
fessions he made to the journalist Wilhelm Sassen, at Buenos
Aires. In Denmark, almost the total Jewish population was
saved. And because the Nazis could not get wide support for
their anti-Jewish measures from the people of France,
Belgium, Or Holland, Eichmann’s henchmen did not do very
well in those countries either鵜tO the bitter disgust of the
authorities at Berlin, it is known. Only where the indigenous
POPulations were themselves eager to become Juくねnre加did
the cattle trains with their suffocating human cargo ro11
SWiftly into the night. This very lmPOrtant fact was hardly
touched on at the Jerusalem trial.
Nor did the indictment at Jerusalem dwell much on the
failure of the whole outside world, Which looked on in a
kind of paralysis and passively allowed whatever was being
done to be done. The number - Six million Jews murdered
- COuld never have been reached if the voices of Roosevelt,
Churchill, and the Pope had been more distinctly heard. If
the Germans took the precautions they did to cover up their
bloody deeds, it was because they were not indifferent to
world opln10n. In the confessions at Buenos Aires which I
cited above, Eichmann notes鵜With amusement鵜that
even if, through Joel Brand, he had managed to put up a
million Jews for sale, there was not a single country which
would have bought them. The indifference of our civilized
world allowed the Germans a free hand: gO ahead, do what
SeemS best to you with your Jews, We See nOthing.
By 1942, Washington, London, and, yeS, Jerusalem,too, Were aWare Of what was golng On, and Hitler and
Goebbels on their side were expecting an avalanche of angry
PrOteStations. When none came, they understood: they had
been given a free hand by the Westem powers.
In the Jerusalem courtroom, COrreSPOndence between
Chaim Weizmann and the British Forelgn Office was offered
in evidence: it spoke of a simple, tOuChing favor that
Weizmann had asked for: WOuld His Majesty’s government
give the order to the Royal Air Force to bomb the railway
tracks to Auschwitz? The answer was no. It is known that a
Similar request was addressed to President Roosevelt by one
of the American Jewish leaders who had an entree to the
White House. As we also know, Roosevelt did nothing about
it.
I§ it not strange - let us use only that word - that the
Civilized world waited until it was too late-before expressmg
its moral indignation, Waited until there were scarcely any
Jews left to be saved?
And finally, m Order to keep lnViolate the historical truth,the prosecutor should have removed the last taboo: tO
reveal the sorry but nonetheless ineluctable fact that the Jews
themselves failed to do everything they should have done:
they ought to have done more, they could have done better.
The American Jewish community never made adequate use
Of its political and financial powers; Certainly it did not　}
move heaven and earth, aS it should have. We know the rea-
SOnS and the justifications: they are not good enough. There
Can be no justification, nOr any eXPlanation for passivity
when an effort had to be made to save five to ten thousand
Jews from murder each day. Just how many meetings were
ther  at Madis n Square Garden, and how many demonstra-
tions in ront of the White House? Tb think of how few
makes one,s blood run cold.
In Palestine, the situation was hardly different. In
Palestine, heart nd co science of the Jewish people, the
means had not yet been found as late as the end of 1944 to
give warmng, Or help if necessary, tO the dense centers of
Eur e,s Jewish populations, OVer Which death already hov-
red. By the time the few parachutists had landed in
Budapest (With what results we leamed from the Kastner
trial) there was nothing they could do: half of Europe had
been emptied of Jews. Why had agents not been sent over
from Palestine sooner, With or without parachutists’
uniforms? Yes, We know that there was the war in Palestine,
but the young men of Palmach would gladly have volun-
teered to go. i記 , maybe only five, Out Of a hundred volun-
teers might have reached their destination in Europe; eVen
those ten or five could have organized resistance, eSCaPe,
One f the war,s most unforgivable incidents occurred
when the Hungarian Jews from廿ansylvania were deported
to Auschwitz. Their mass deportation took place in May-
June f 1944, just a few days before the landing at Nor-
mandy. Arriving at t e Auschwitz station, they still had no
ide  of what lay m Wait for them; they were lgnOrant Of the
very name of the place, they had not heard of the horrors it
concealed from them. Had they known, they could have
made a dash for it, b en saved. Not all, maybe, but the great
m JOrity. Mountains surrounded the area, and the Jews
might have fled into these mountains and hidden out for a
while. The Red Army had advanced to within eighteen to
twenty miles from Auschwitz, and at night the rumbling of
their gu s could be distinctly heard. It was only a matter of a
few days before the liberators would appear. But these pIOuS
Jews of廿ansylvania were told that they had nothing to fear,
hat th y were only being transferred further inland - Were
told and‾b lieved, for there was no one to tell them anything
else.
This took place, I repeat, in the sprlng Of 1944, by the
time very child in Brooklyn, in Whitechapel, and in Ttl
Aviv knew that冊eblinka and Birkenau were something
Other than the names of provincial little railway stations.
And yet t  Joel Brand,s urgent solicitation for an inter-
View so that he mig t make known his doubly tragic mission,
Chaim Weizma n replied, hrough his secretary, that he was
at the moment too busy to see Brand, that he would be able
to receive him in a couple of weeks. Brand had made it clear,
in his letter to Weizmann, that every hour counted; eVery
PaSSlng day meant the lives of at least ten thousand Jews.
How did Brand not go stark ravlng mad? That in itself
remains, for me, One Of the great enlgmaS - the enlgma Of
man,s will to survive his damnation.
The terrible fact is that Weizmann’s response reflected an
attitud  widespread among the Jews of Palestine. An atti-
ude, I dare to say, Of an inconceivable detachment. People
in Palestine behav d as if what was happenlng OVer /here did
not conc m them oo much. In his memoirs, Yitzchak
Grunebaum, Who was at one time head of a Rescue Commis-
Sion, tells how the question came up agaln and agaln amOng
his colleagues of whet  they had the right, in order to try
to save Euro ean Jews, tO uSe mOney earmarked for the
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building up of Palestine. Grunebaum himself thought abso-
lutely not: first came the Land of Israel’then the Diaspora.
The VIshuv,s houses, factories, SChool, muSt take prlOrity.
One afternoon during the trial of Eichmann, a yOung
Israeli poet, Haim Gouri’left the courthouse on an impulse.
He went to the archives to Iook through the old Ttl Aviv
newspapers of 1943-1944. He came back shocked∴`I don,t
understand,,, he said to me. =If you knew the things that
were bothering us here, While /hat was gomg On in Europe
…. Front page headlines: Municipal elections at Hedera -
or some other place …. And stuck away ln a COrner Of an
inside page, an item of a couple of lines: The Germans have
begun the extermination of the Jews in the Ghetto of Lublin,
orLodz.. ‥,,
I
t was of course not the people,s fault, but the fault of
their leaders who evinced a surprlSlng lack of initiative, Of
political maturity’and of courage. Nahum Goldmann ac輸
knowledged as much not long ago during a meeting ln
Geneva of the Executive Committee of the World Jewish
Congress. The maJOr Jewish organizations seemed incapable
of surmounting their intemal bickerings in order to achieve
unity of action. The Emergency Committee to Save the Jew-
ish People during the entire time it existed was boycotted by
U.S. Jewish leaders. But if these leaders had their good rea-
sons for not wishing to collaborate with this one or that one
on the outside葛and I daresay they did have their good rea-
sons - Why didn)t they set up their own Committee of
Rescue, One Which could represent all organizations? This
they did not do.
Therefore, it seems to me, for the trial to have been con-
ducted on its right moral plane - the plane of absolute truth
- the prosecutor, Gideon Hausner (Or Ben Gurion himself
as witness), Should have bowed his head and cried out in a
voice loud enough to be heard by three generations: Before
judging others, let us Iook into our own errorS, Our OWn
weaknesses. We never attempted the impossible - We neVer
even exhausted the possible.
It might be said that with the advent of the Nazi reglme in
Germany, humanity became witness to what Martin Buber
would ca11 an eclipse of God. As if from a mighty curse,
strong men and weak men’COWards and those who had been
wont to see clearly, Were tO find themselves guilty in an asso-
ciation with Evil, if from no other cause than that they were
living inside the same moment in history. All actions became
sullied. Generous spirits fell asleep, distinguished sensibilities
were dulled, POWerful voices were silenced. The general
apathy created the climate in which the criminals on all sides
could proceed quietly and efficiently, Without disturbance of
any kind, and without affected shame.
When the German surrender came, the civilized world
uttered a great cry of horror but still shrank from comlng tO
any cIoser grlPS With the problem. It wasn,t I: this was the
popular refrain, and especially in what had been the Third
Reich. EIsewhere, PeOPle were content to shed a tear, and
declare,バWe had nothing to do with it.’’
To be sure, Karl Jaspers set himself the task of investigat-lng the =German guilt,,, but with the specific intention
of thereby demonstrating the universal guilt. As a result’his
investigation succeeded in allaying many fears in occupied
Germany, 1n reaSSurlng many uneaSy minds. Did this not
show, On the part of the German philosopher, a flagraht
lack of humility? The n n-Nazi world had to be allotted its
share of the guilt - but this should have been the task and
duty of he intellectuals of New York or of Stockholm. The
world, i deed, had more than a few lessons to leam - but
n t from a German professor.
In Westem Europe, the reaction was to be found mainly in
works of literature. Sartre, Camus, Gabriel Marcel, gOmg tO
Malraux for their eme, StreSSed action and commitment:
everythin which happens around us, they proclaimed’
invoIv s us directly and necessarily. Yet, in these writings,
the question was still ot probed deeply enough. The hero of
the modem novel, b orbed in expresslng his protest, OVer-
looks the nuances. A man was good or bad, a reSister or a
collaborator, Or indifferent. The lines were drawn, the camps
§trictly defined. Whoever had blown up a train could sleep
the sleep of the just, Or Of the proud, Or Of the happy. The
others were, in this degree or that, Vile, Salac‘d・ The sense of
guilt played very little part in the determination of the Euro-
pean youth to bui d a new future out of the ruins around
them. The a ts - With the exception of painting - Seemed
to have hardly any interior connection with the terrible
events which should have furnished their inspiration. No new
philosophy was ngendered’nOr any neW religion: the earth
had trembled and men had stayed the same.
It is reported that Andre Gide once told an anti-Semitic
story. And when one of his disciples, blushing, rePrOaChed
him: ``You, tOO, Master?,,一Gide started to cry. “I did not
know that I was,,, he said. That was before the war. After-
ward, Gide did ot cry. He had given up being witty at the
expense of the Jews, SO he no Ionger needed to feel guilty・
It is by a strange irony of fate that the only ones who
were, Who still are, fully conscious of their share of responsi-
bility for the dead are those who were saved, the ghosts who
retumed from the dead. They do not feel this through any
concept of or ginal sin; they are Jews, they do not believe in
orlgmal sin. The idea that rules them is more immediate・
more agonlZlng, a Part Of their very being.
Why did you not revolt? Why did you not resist? Youwere a thousa d against ten, against one. Why did you
let yourselves, like cattle’be led to the slaughter?
Well-known psyc iatrists have attempted to glVe Some
explanation in their books dealing with the psychoIogy of the
concentration camp. The mystery of the victim’s acceptance
occupies them as much as the question of the executioner,s
cruelty. But to attr bu e that acceptance - aS they do - tO
the disintegratio  of the personality, Or tO the rising up of
the =death wish,,, or to something in Jewish tradition, Can
only be a partial explanation. The metaphysical w砂is still
lacking. Nor is any account taken of the kind of guilt which
had been implanted in the prlSOnerS.
The feeling of guilt was, tO begin with’eSSentially a reli-
glOuS feeling・ If I am re, it is because God is punishing
me; I have sinned, and I am expiating my sins. I have
deserved this punishment that I am suffering. The revolt
against God comes later - it is the final stage. First, the
prlSOner SaCrifices his own freedom for God)s. He prefers to
beli ve himself guilty rather than think that his God is the
God of Job, for whom man is a mere example - a meanS Of
demonstrating a thesis n a verbal duel with Satan.
As each passing day took him further and further away
fro  hi  freedom, the prlSOner,s sense of guilt sharpened,
pres ed cIoser on his conscience. He was, in fact’Only fol-
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1owlng a line of reaction which had been drawn for him by
his jailers who, in the ghettos and in the camps, had known
precisely - Shrewdly - how to push to its extreme limit the
emotion of shame and humiliation which he who is still alive
normally experiences toward the dead・
I am alive, therefore I am guilty. If I am still here, it is
because a friend, a COmrade, a Stranger, died in my place・
Within a cIosed world, this certitude has a destructive power
whose effects are easy to imaglne・ If to live means to accept
or engender injustice, tO die quickly becomes a promise and
a deliverance.
The system of Lebe榔SChein in the ghettos and of
Selekzion in the camps not only periodically decimated the
populations, but also worked on each prisoner to say to him-
self: =That could have been me, I am the cause, Perhaps the
condition, Of someone else’s death.’’
In this way the Lebensschein came to stand for a moral
torture. ‥ a PrlSOn Without exits. One of the witnesses at
the trial was a man who had been a doctor in Vilna, and his
testimony was terribly movmg. Recently married’he had
succeeded in obtaining a ``living permit,, and was working ln
a German factory. He was told he could save one cIose rela-
tive, and he went to his mother to ask her: ``What shall I
do? Whom shall I save? You - Or my Wife?,, A man forced
to make such a choice, tO become a concrete instrument of
destiny, thereafter lives in a suffocating circle of hell; and
whenever his thoughts tum to himself, it is in anger and in
disgust. If Andre Schwarz-Bart,s hero, Emie Levy・ finally
decided to take the train for Auschwitz, it was neither out of
love, nOr Out Of pity, but from the conviction that humanity
had come to such a pass of evil that no one could continue
to live who wished to remain just.
Reduced to a mere number, the man in the concentrationcamp at the same time lost his identity and his individual
destiny. He came to realize that his presence in the camp was
due solely to the fact that he was part of a forgotten and
condemned collectivity. It is not written: I sha11 1ive or die,
but: SOmeOne - tOday - Will vanish, Or Will continue to
suffer; and from the point of view of the collective, it makes
no difference whether that someone is I or another. Only the
number, the quota counts. Thus, the one who had been
spared, above all during the selections, COuld not repress his
first spontaneous reflex of j9y. A moment・ a Week, Or an
etemity later, this joy weighted with fear and anxiety will
turn into guilt. J am hq脇), /O haγe esCqped death becomes
equivalent to admitting: I am g楊d /hat someone dse went jn
myphce・ It wa§ in order not to think about this that the
prlSOnerS SO Very quickly managed to forget their comrades
or their relatives: those who had been selected. They forgot
them quickly - trying to shut their eyes to the reproachful
glances which still floated in the air around them・
Why did the Jews in the camps not choose a death with
honor, knife in hand and hate on their lips? It is understand-
able that all of us should wonder why. Putting aside the
technical and psychoIogical reasons which made any attempt
at revolt impossible (the Jews knew thatrthey had been sacri-
ficed, forgotten, CrOSSed off by humanity), tO anSWer We
must consider the moral aspects of the question. The Jews,
conscious of the curse weighing them down, Came tO believe
that they were neither worthy nor capable of an act of
honor. Tb die struggling would have meant a betrayal of
those who had gone to their death submissive and silent. The
only way w s to follow血their footsteps, die their kind of
eath - Only then could the living make their peace with
those who had already gone.
There comes to mind another case, also presented before
the court at Jerusalem: the case of the woman who, naked
and wounded, had managed to escape from the ditch, the
mass grave in which all the Jews of her town were mowed
own by G rman machin -gunS. That woman retumed to
the ditch after a little while to rejoin the phantasmagoric
community of co pse . Miraculously saved, She still could
not accept a life in which her eyes had become impure.
It is not kn wn yet what the psychiatrists uncovered who
exam ned AdoIph Eichmann at great length, before,and after
his trial. Surely Eichmann,s victims - those who are alive,
that is - Ought to be examined. Only, these ghosts maintain
against us an oppressive silence which they brought back
with them from ove  there. They refuse to open up. One
thing that is not known is that they are afraid of their own
voi es. Their tragedy is the tragedy of Job before his submis-
sion: they b lieve themselves to be guilty, though they are
not. only a Great Judge would have it in his power to rid
them of this burden. But in their eyes no one po§SeSSeS either
such authority or such power: nO¥one, either human or
divine.
Therefor they pr fer, in this condemned world, nOt tO
hurl their defiance at men and their anger into the face of
history, but to keep silent, tO PurSue the monoIogue which
only the dead deserve to hear. Guilt was not invented at
Auschw z, it was disfigured there.
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丁he
commeTOEa8雪zat雪on
Of Åmerscan
Ch雪ld細en
丁he ave略ge Åmer雪can ch雪音d spends
mo細e t雪me in front of the te音ev雪s雪on
than in the classrcom。
by David Rosenthal
I/l?!ration: DozJglas J Horker Pho/(汐γaphs.. UnlveγS砂Photo SeγVice
`fげyo!万e selling,
αar/ie七Mbmおb24ylng.
B〃t y0かve got /O Se〃
αa筋e力櫛t.
Hおa〃owanceおon少
50C a week, b? hおか4ying
powerおan 4mericon phe-
nomenon. Ht為not onb) t培ht
With hおMbm, bま1t he has a
Wの′ With hおDad hおGrand-
ma and 4unt Hわ〃ietタ/00.
“脇en C?〃わsees some-
thing he wan毎he??1b,
gets it. Jalst ask Geneml
脇ll中高/ A勿oDonald七. ‥
“orco!掘e ifyou want /O
Sell Charlie, y0〃 have /O
CatCh him when he七sitting
(わt4,n. Or at /east standing
Still. And /ha萄?t eaサ.
L2/C匂,句r yO均Charlieb into
TV‥.
“T協a召s what we meanめ,
Kid Power. ”
闇his advertisement, Which appeared in
an Augu t, 1977, broadcasting trade
Publication, Offered commercial time
on a local tel vision station. The ad
attracted a storm of criticism from ordinary
citizens as well as from Federal Thade Com-
mission (FTC) Chairman Michael Pertschuk.
Admittedly, the ad was crass, but it was no
more than a frank admission of a trouble-
SOme national issue - the commercialization
Of America,s children.
Two years ago the average American child
aged 2 to l l watched television for about
three and two-thirds hours a day. Consider-
1ng the fact that television is ever-PreSent
While schooIs cIose on weekends and during
VaCations, the average child spent more time
in front of the television than in the class-
room, and probably witnessed more than
20,000 commercials.
Obviously television advertising directed at
Children is big business. It is so big, in fact,
that the advertising industry spends more
than $500 million a year to sell to ``Charlie’’
and his peers.
穂鰯
hat types of advertisements prevail on
television? According to studies con一
ducted by Francis Earle Barcus, PrOfessor of
Research at the SchooI of Public Communi-
Boslonia . JNSIGHT . WfnterI979 . J3

Cation, mOre than one-half of a〃 products
advertised on children’s programs are for
food products and eating places. And the
COmmOn factor anong most frequently
advertised foods is high sugar content. Highly
nutritious foods such as milk, fruits and
JulCeS reCeived little advertising time com-
Pared to sugared products such as cereals,
Candies and snack foods.
Countermeasures, SuCh as Public Service
Announcements, have not succeeded in limit-
1ng the advertising blitz for sugared foods. In
1975, Barcus conducted a pair of studies
Which revealed that commercials for sugared
PrOducts far outweighed nutrition messages.
A sample of weekend progranming showed
that there were 18 commercials for sugared
foods to every public service announcement.
Another survey of weekday aftemoon televi-
Sion showed 1 82 commercials for sugared
foods to a single nutrition message.
Professor Barcus, Who has been invoIved
With television research for more than twenty-
five years, WaS One Of the first to inventory
materials presented on children,s programs.
His first survey in that area was made in
1971, at the urglng Of Action for Children,s
Television (ACT), a COnSumer grOuP based in
Newton, Massachusetts.
“The orlgmal study was updated in 1975
and 1977,’’Barcus said. “Basically, the main
issue is unchanged. If you asked parents
Whether they would allow salesmen to enter
their homes and try to sell their children toys
Or food, they would obviously reject the idea.
But that is exactly what happens every day on
television.
“We shouldn’t forget that the advertising
industry is highly sophisticated. Even though
the market for children was discovered in the
1960’s, advertisers studied it cIosely and have
become experts on how to impress children.,,
醸 arcus, like the advertising industry, hasbeen studying the children,s market. His
Studies have covered a wide range of subjects,
from advertising to the content of programs.
He has documented the occurrence of vio-
lence in children’s television shows, raCial and
SeX Characteristics of programs and commer-
Cial characters, and the specific types of
PrOducts advertised.
One of his most interesting studies was
researched in 197l, When he was commis-
Sioned by ACT to study the promotion and
advertising methods of the popular “Romper
Room’’show, Which was syndicated through-
Out the United States. ACT was critical of
PrOmOtional practices that seemed to favor a
line of Romper Room toys manufactured by
Hasbro Tby Company. Not so coincidentally,
Hasbro Industries, Inc., is the parent com-
pany of Romper Room EnterprlSeS, Inc.
7dys: Col/rtery〆Scott and Sz?n
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Barcus videotaped and studied a full week
Of Ro per Ro m programmlng in Bangor,
Maine. He discovered a maJOr tendency to
blur the distinction between commercial and
general entertainment time on the show. By
SuCh practices as host-Selling, Playmg With the
Romper Room/Hasbro toys, and host com-
mer ial lead-ins, the actual commercial time
WaS greatly increased.
Formal commercial messages, Which would
appear on the stat on’s program log, COnSti-
tuted a m re nine percent of the total pro-
gram time・ When the more subtle practices
Were included, however, 47% of the progran
time was actually devoted to advertising mes-
Sa eS. The bulk of the commercial time went
towards promoting the Romper Room/
Hasbro toy line.
The Barcus study touched off a wave of
Criticism a inst Romper Room,s advertising
tactic . Those in charge of the syndicated
PrOgram SOOn issued new guidelines that
PrOhibited the questionable commercial
PraCtices.
Barcus is proud of the positive effects of
his research on the Romper Room program-
mlng・ “We not only stopped the specific
adv tising methods in question, but also
helped initiate a ban on host-Selling by the
National Association of Broadcasters,,, he
蘭器諾謹書霊謹書
Sion adv r ising towards children. He has
Written an article that was included in a
book, Qu跨tioning Macガa Ethics, by Bernard
Rubin of the Boston University Institute for
Democratic Comm nications, Which exam-
ines the ethical questiohs in four components:
Whether we should (Or Should not) advertise
to children; how much we should advertise to
Children; What shquld (Or Should not) be
advertised to children; and how we should (Or
Should not) advertise to children.
The latter question also forms the basis of
a study that Barcus would like to begin. He
has submitted a proposal to the American
Association of Advertising Agencies to inves-
tigate children’s mlSPerCePtions of television
advertising.
“It’s difficult to get into a child’s head, but
We know that they perceive ideas differently
than adults do,’’Barcus said. =I would like
to examine whether the expectations created
by the commercials actually are met by the
real products.
“One recent commercial showed a toy
truck, the `Beast’, traveling down′a Winding
road, aS if it were driving ltSelf. Does the
Child realize that someone is manlPulating the
toy? Even basic characteristics such as size
may be distorted in the child’s血ind by such
げyou胸pa朋ts
Whether脇砂woま1肋a侮w
$aね§men /O enier the加
homes and巧y /O料w
砺e加勃脇tの修α
わo在れ加y wou肋
Obviou妙I勧弗t初e脇.
B? /hatおe糊C砂What
hq脚のs every dy on
ねねv恵めn.
Adver おeIS have
become ×perts on how
to II7?preSLS Chilとかen.
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techniques as cIose-uP Photography. I would
like to know just what the child perceives in a
COmmerCial,,, he said.
From his many studies on children,s pro-
grainming and advertising, Barcus has found
that the commercially presented view of the
WOrld is quite limited.
``Two-thirds of the characters were male,
less than a third feinale, and the rest were
animals. In 20 hour? Of cartoons after school,
the characters were almost 100 percent white.
It’s a narrow view of the world,,, Barcus
Said:
Barcus is very careful in drawlng COncl山
Sion§ about the way such programming will
affect children. “My own studies have been
more of an inventory of children’s television
COntent and have not concentrated at all on
the effects which follow from it,,, he added.
``Nevertheless, I can still make some assump-
tions on the basis of my mVentOry. For exam-
Ple, Since two-thirds of the characters on the
air are male, We Can aSSume that children will
View males as authority figures.’’
問he many mVentOry Studies by Barcushave provided the basis for furthe
research and have glVen various consumer
groups a valuable weapon in reform efforts.
ACT; armed with studies by Barcus and
Other consumer groups, SuCh as the Council
Of Children, Media & Merchandising, has
increasingly pressured the industry and gov-
errment to regulate advertising directed
toward children. Some slgnificant victories
have been won by consum町gioups.
In 197l, the National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB), Which includes more
than 550 television stations and ail the maJOr
networks, did not have limitations on the
amount of permissible advertising. Studies by
Barcus in that year found that some stations
gave 25% of air time to commercials. The
NAB Code was altered to limit allowable
advertising to 12 minutes per hour in 1973
and to 9.5 minutes in 1976. Some stations,
SuCh as those in the Westinghouse Broadcast-
1ng grOuP, have gone even further in reducing
time allotments for advertising.
Other victories have included an industry
ban on hosトSelling, and an FTC consent
Order with Hudson Pharmaceutical Corpora-
tion to prohibit advertisements of vitamins on
Children’s programs.
Each of the consumer actions was time-
COnSumlng, Partly because of the many regu-
latory agehcies invoIved in the issues. Pres-
Sure WaS brought to bear on the FTC and
Federal CommuIlications Commission (FCC),
in addition to indu§try Organizations such as
the NAB and the National Advertising Divi-
Sion of the Council of Better Business
Bureaus.
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Gradu ll , the govemment,s reluctance to
intervene in regulation of children,s program-
mlng and advertising has eroded. The govem-
ment no Io ger will leave the issues to be §et-
tled by self-gOVernlng industry organizations.
醍TC Chairman Pertschuk, a Carterappointee, Said in an address to ACT
“If there is one public policy that rises com-
mandingly from centuries of cdmmon law, it
is that the commercial exploitation of chil-
dren is repugnant to a civilized society.’’
During that same speech, he advocated fur-
the  government restrictions on advertising to
Children. He identified the issue in this way:
``At stake are fundamental questions about
the xten  to wh ch our society will permit
Children to be treated as commercial targets
rather than formative beings entrusted to our
Care.タタ
Pertschuk’s emarks were echoed by an
FTC staff report released in March, 1978,
which recommended curbs on television
advertising to children. The report called for
regulatory hearlngS On three proposals: a ban
On all ads directed to young children who
CannOt und stand the selling purpose or
Otherwise evaluate the ads; a ban on ads for
Suga d products to children up to age 1 1;
and, a requlrement that advertisers pay for
public service utrition messages.
The latter two proposals were designed to
addres  the problem of highly sugared diets
in chil ren. The report noted that the average
American consumed 126 pounds of sugar in
1976, a 13% increase over the 1960 figure of
l l l pounds. The United States Department
Of Agriculture estimated that the figure had
risen to 128 pounds per person in 1977.
The report not d results of a survey of
Weekend morning television takeri during the
firs nin inonths of 1975: 3,832 commercials
for cereals (few of which were unsWeetened)
Were Shown, l,627 for candy and gum, 841
for co kies and crackers, 582 for non-
Carb nated fruit drinks, 104 for cakes and
PleS, 80 for desserts, and onb′ 4 for meat,
fish, V getabl s or dairy products.
The report noted that the high incidence of
television ads for presweetened cereals, Candy
d snack foods might lead to a nutritionally
imbalan ed diet in children. The report stated
COnCern for a ch ld’s vulnerability to tooth
decay, and added that a high reliance on
Sugar might contribute to obesity, heart dis-
ase and di betes.
In a ]etter quoted in the report, Dr. Donald
Kennedy・ Commissioner of Food and Drugs
for HEW, tOld Pertschuk, =In view of the
l rge am unt  of dvertising directed to chil-
dren urglng them to consume a seemlngly
endless variety of sugared foods, and the sub-
Stantial likelihood that children will be unable
``One胴cem  commc性加l
脇0脇a tqy t腸(互砺e
敬郷4 ’/mv〔妨ngめ脇a
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to appreciate the long-term risks to dental
health that consumption will create, I strong-
1y support action by the FTC to regulate the
advertising of these products directed to chil-
dren."
The FTC staff report went farther than
recommending limitations on sugared food
advertising when it called for a ban on o〃
advertisements to young children.負Ybung
Children need that special protection,,, the
report said, “because they are particularly
Vulnerable to commercial messages. Most
Children under age 8 are unable to differenti-
ate between commercials and actual program-
mlng, thus not comprehending the purpose of
advertising. Some children may believe the
announcer is addresslng them personally, Or
may even be so naive as to think that little
men live within the television. These young-
SterS are hardly the discriminating consumer
Who can benefit from the free exchange of
COmmerCial claims in the marketplace. Com-
mercials directed to such naive children run
afoul of FTC prohibitions against unfair
advertising. “If it is unfair and deceptive to
Seek to bypass defense§ Which adults are pre-
Sumed to have when they are aware that
advertising is being directed at them, aS With
Subliminal ads,’’the report said, “then 。jb手
tiori it is unfair and deceptive to advertise to
Children in whom these defenses do not yet
even exist.,,
闇he advertising industry has predictablyOPPOS d the report. One executive h s
Said, “It’s Big Brother replacing mother.,,
The report is merely a preliminary step to
actual rule making, Which may take up to
two years. In that time, the advertising indus-
try can be expected to battle the proposed
rules both legally and politically.
Proposed definitions are one of the crucial
issues for the rule making hearlngS, aCCOrding
to Barcus. “No one has ever an§Wered the
question of what is a proper standard for
Classifying a show as a children,s program.
Should the standard be a show with 75 per-
Cent Of its audience children? Fifty percent?
Some have argued that even this is too Iow a
figure because an audience in New York City,
though composed of only 50 percent children,
WOuld reach thousands.,,
Although Barcus has not joined ACT
because of a desire to maintain professional
Objectivity in his research, he is sympathetic
to its cause. He personally favors a ban on
the advertisement of sugared products and on
all advertisements to pre-SChoolers. While
unwilling to predict the outcome of the staff
report, he recognizes that added measures
Should be taken by parents until such bans
are effected.
“There’s no doubt that the FTC staffers
have gone far her than anyone expected, and
Certainly farthe  than the advertising indu§try
Will accept in the foreseeable future,,, he
Said. =Right now, however, itls the parents)
responsibility to educate their children.
``The most important thing the parent can
do is to watch with the children, and teach
them the difference between regular program-
mmg and advertisements. If parents are golng
to buy an item suggested by a child, the par置
ent should m ke the child think about the
Choice, and c mpare the items with another.
I’d like to se  children become better
CO Sumer§,’’Ba cus said.
闇hough the fate of the FTC staff report isunknown, it is clear that he govemment
has taken an ac ivist stance and will no longer
depe d solely n industry self-regulation to
PrOteCt the interests of children. Whether the
govemment, COnSumer grOuPS and parents
Will b  able to stop the commercialization of
Children, how ve , is still a matter of great
COnCern.
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調二
ost of us have never been
searched or arrested. And
Our basic knowledge of
criminal law is often
influenced by television police shows.
Unfortunately, the investlgative methods
unfolding on these police programs are
Often illegal.
For example, during a segment of the
Kojak series, a POlice laboratory reports
that particles of tin and lead with traces
Of red paint were found on the soles of a
murdered person’s shoes. Kojak theo-
rizes that the murdered person may have
StePped on a red tin soldier, Part Of a
COllection owned by a doctor who is sus-
PeCt. Kojak decides to quickly ``swIPe’’a
toy soldier from the collection while his
assistant Crocker keeps the doctor occu-
Pied. Can KQjak legally do that?
During another police story, Bumper
Morgan, the “Blue Knight,’’is on the
trail of jewelry store thieves. He finds
Out that one of the suspects is occupylng
room 330 of the Riverside Hotel. As the
next scene opens, Morgan is Iooking
through the guest register at the hotel
desk:
C佃rk: “I assume you have a warrant
for that, Morgan.’’
MoIgan: “Yes, Size 13EEE ‥. Give
me the key.’’
C佃rk: “I’m golng tO teStify that it was
an illegal entry.’’
Mo傍an: “You do that.’’
Po/ice Lt.: (Later, at the police sta-
tion) ``Well, I’ve got to hand it to you,
Bumper. That was damn good work.’’
On television, almost anything goes.
But while TV policemen nonchalantly
dismiss suspects’constitutional rights,
actual police departments are wrestling
With a real life problem - the police
Officer’s behavior during searches, Sei-
zures and arrests.
The fourth amendment protectsindividuals agalnSt unreaSOnable
SearChes and seizures, but Jederal and
state laws have failed to define reason-
able, Or reCOnCilable conflicts between
the two bodies of law. The patroI officer
Or etective, tO a great eXtent, interprets
and exercises federal and state, CaSe and
StatutOry law at his own discretion.
Often, Without guidance, he either
absoIves responsibility or goes beyond
th bounds of police enforcement. Later,
in the ``protected confines of a court-
room,’’a group of people decide
whether the officer on the street acted in
accordance with the law. The police
Officer’s per pective is Iost somewhere in
the judicial process. This results in job
frustration and societal dissatisfaction.
Police departments, With support from
COurtS and agencies, have begun experi-
menting with administrative policy mak-
1ng Which might guide police officers as
Well as aid in assesslng the actions of
Officers in individual cases. Captain
William J. Hogan has been with the Bos-
ton City Police Department for 30 years.
He teach rs Constitutional Law and
Police Practice and Procedures at the
Police廿ainmg Academy. As both offi-
Cer and teacher, he has wanted written
p ocedural guidelines for years. But
POlice departments have been reluctant
to define the difficulties they face in con-
ducting efficient investigations.
負Police officers complained about the
The Fou富th Å蘭endmen亡
PrOteCtS indiv己duals
C[gCIinst u蘭easonable
searches cmd se主zuすes.
but豊edercIl and state
laws have血i量ed to
deIine reasonab看e, Or
reconci案able con宣licts
between the two bod己es
o宣low.
COurtS, but didn’t do anything about
them,’’Hogan said.
BOStOn University’s Center for Crim-inal Justice, followmg the pIOneermg
research of the Arizona State University
Law School, is examlnmg POlicy making
in conJunCtion with the Boston City
Police Department. The Center hopes to
establish guidelines that will reflect fed-
eral and state law, While directly re-
SpOnding to the working police officer’s
perspective. The project has received two
grants from the Department of Justice,
Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration (LEAA) totaling just under a half
million dollars, and is called “Police Pol-
icy Making, The Structure of Discretion
in the Use of Criminal Investigative Pro-
cedures.,,
=We developed a variety of techniques
that allowed us to learn from police offi-
CerS,’’said CaroI Rogoff Hallstrom,
Staff attorney for the Center for Crimi-
nal Justice.負We found out what it was
they were doing, Why they were doing it,
and what they thought they ought to be
able to do. Wherever possible, We inte-
grated those notions with the law to
come out with affirmative statements of
PrOCedure.’’
Because the law differs from Jurisdic-
tion to Jurisdiction, and priority lSSueS
are equally disparate, investigative guide-
1ines must reflect local standards. It is
the project staff’s hope that the tech-
nlqueS uSed, including interviews, queS-
tionnaires, field observation, training
and review, Will provide a basis for the
development of guidelines in other police
departments - mOdel policy making
rather than model rules.
-A newly recruited police officer
rece ves approximately 30 hours of crimi-
nal investigative procedure training, “a
small amount,’’Hallstrom said. The
several bodies of law, Which ideally com-
plement one another, Often fall into
COmPetition. “In those situations, We
found, tO Our SurPrlSe, that police offi-
cers often defined permissible practice
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冒he po案ice o鮎ce富も
PerSPeCtive is Iost some-
Where in the iudicial
PrOCeSS. This results in
iob血ustration and
SOCie書c[1 dissa置is血ct王on.
more restrictively than was necessary.
Consequently’it hampered their ability
to conduct efficient investigations. At
times it encouraged them to figure out
WayS arOund their restricted interpreta-
tion of the law葛SOme Very mgenious
WayS. ’’
The purpose of the guidelines is to
alleviate confusion and time wasted on
unneCeSSary meaSureS.
The actual guideline development pro-CeSS is a compl x mixture of legal-
ity,SOCioIogy and practicality. After
establishing contact with then Commis-
Sioner Robert J. DiGrazia, and creating
a task force comprlSmg SuPerior officers
and police officers from several units喜
Vice・ narCOtics’Organized crime, training
academy and detective units - a Period
Of ``trust-building,, ensued. As Bemard
Gilman, Center socioIogist, nOted, =all
POlice departments are traditionally very
SeCretive・,, The dangerous work, military
Organization, POlitical bureaucracy, and
Odd hours tend to isolate police officers.
And in the past,負they,ve been bumed.,,
Researchers have produced materials
that condemned police departments or
exposed practices taken out of context,
thereby heightening the already suspl-
Cious view police officers have of負out_
Siders.,, =Like any organization in which
PeOPle see themselves having expertise,
they are skeptical about having people
COme in and tell them how to do things,タ,
Gilman said.
Sustained contact with personnel in
POlice headquarters, departments, and
the training academy demonstrated the
Center’s wish to collaborate on, nOt dic-
tate, effective procedural guidelines.
=An officer doesn,t want something
Written in an ivory tower,タ, Hogan said.
在But the average fe11ow will apply him-
Self to material he thinks is clear and
hc萱p珊1.’’
Questionnaires, discussions and video_
tapes were used to identify areas of
greatest concem. The proJeCt Staff, With
the Department,s video Unit, PrePared
On taPe hypothetical street situations
Officers commonly encounter. The tapes
SerVed a§ Catalysts for officers, discus-
Sions. Instrumental in developmg realis-
tic guidelines were field observations
Called “r de-alongs.,,
=It,s the only way to begin to leam
What the perspective of the police officer
is based on,,, Hallstrom said, nOting that
it is essential to shed the academic inter_
est.負You experience the pressures and
COnflicts, the need to be able to make
decisions in very fast-mOVmg Situations,
and the great difficulty invoIved. With
time, r de-alongs strip away the officer)s
PretenSeS and allow him to stop acting.
Ybu leam why the officer)s perception of
What he or she ought to be able to do is
SOmetimes different from what theoreti_
Cians might say lS aPPrOPriate behavior
On th street.
Further, it provides an impetus to go
back to the law and see what is a support-
able expression of need on the officer,s
Part.
量niti lly, the proJeCt Staff chose threePrlOrity ar as: Obtaining and xecuting
earCh warrants, Car SearChes and searches
incid nt to arrest. In one instance they
Observed:
. ‥ the Supreme Court,s decisions
On Car SearChes are confusing to
everyone who reads and attempts to
interpret them. There are questions
. ‥ about when a warrant is needed
to sea ch a car, how extensive the
SearCh may be, and where car
S arChes can bemade. ‥.
Later hey addressed selective use of
arrest power, StOP and frisk, and eyewit-
ness identification.
A number of officers were then in-
StruCt d in the guidelines. Ride-alongs
Were COnducted to see if trained officers
approach d criminal investigations dif-
ferently than colleagues who were not
familiar w th the guidelines. All material
WaS re-eValuated, and finally, the guide-
1ine  were pubIished and 3,000 looseleaf-
bound handbooks were distributed to all
PerSOnnel. The handbooks will be
equired reading for all future recruits.
All materials produced under the pro十
ect are glVen the status of guidelines, aS
OPPOSed to rules and regulations, Which
COnnOte disciplinary action. The feeling
WaSくthat a police department already has
a multitude of rules and regulations -
everything from how to wear the uni-
form to how to drive a car is discussed.
Th  problem tha  develops, Obviously, is
how o encou age people to us? Simple
advi ory statements.
〃Some o宣置he o鮎cers
Were宣urious when they
did ’t get a c富iminal
invest王ga置ive p富ocedure
book. so we know
置hey’re looking at it∵
Center staff members believe it is now
up to the Department to provide the
incentive for followmg the guidelines,
Which were printed at the City)s expense.
The mechanics of introducing the guide-
1ines to judges, district attomeys and
Other members of the judiciary in Suf-
folk County remain to be determined,
but Hogan is confident that once the
Department gets support for adopting
the gu delines, they will be used. As
Hogan himself noted, these guidelines
Can Only help the officer.
〃冒 he Criminal Investigative Proced-
ure (CIP) book gives the officer
SOmething to back him up when called
upon to us discretion,’’Hogan said.
“Some of the officers were furious when.
hey didn’t get a book, SO We know
they,re lo king at it. Now they all have a
COpy・,, Hogan said that there are plans
to incorporate the material into inhouse
exams, and a formal request has been
made to th  Commissioner to introduce
the guidelines into the State Civil
Service.
The proj ct was devoted to measurmg
the impact the guidelines have had on
Officers’behavior during criminal inves-
tigations. Hallstrom and Gilman ex-
Plaine  that they have had to adjust their
expectations in light of the complexity of
the organization they are studying. It is
Clear, however, that there has been leam-
mg On both sides.
負We,ve b en sitting down and trying
to listen t  ach other,ブタHallstrom said,
“to develop a product in the best interest
Of the Department, aS Well as in the
interest of society. Simple statements of
good will are not enough - it takes a
tremen ous amount of time and effort.,,
The Ce ter plans to document their
guideline development process and
develop recommendations to institution-
alize policy making within the Boston
Police D partment. Then they will
PrOduce national recommendations so
that other Police agencies might establish
guidelines in keepmg With their local
laws and priorities.
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The Cente富
宣o富
CrimincI=ustice
The Boston Unive応i砂Law Schoo穂
Cknterjbr C}iminal /?tice was crca'ted
nine yea鳩(聡.0 /O COndc/Ct鋤bs'tantia/
inte性ガscやlimIy reSearCh, SerVice and
tra肪ng prQ佃Cts. 7Z)dy, /he Cbnter has
a co化stqげqfseven 。ndおhoc/Sed ;n ;ts
Om b?q海!g COnta諦j?く淵foe, COI2/加
のce and /畑iningjわci筋i跨,側We〃伽a
gro wing criminal j!lStice /ib朋ry.
Undか/he c#rection Qf鞠or
She胸bn Kmntz, /he Ctnter has jbcま佃ed
its I協'0?CeS On prQiects diIeCted /O COn-
Str?tive prob佃m-SOIving Qf concem /O
VarioαS Criminal j払stice agencies. 4mong
S!lCh prQ/ects a're /he jbllowing:
- E糊mlmng /he c?rent O傍anization
and Jmpact Qfprosec?Orial servic跨
Within /he Boston J?enile Co‡lrt and
d鵜jgning a' prOSeC?ion modとl /O be
Jmplemented on aくねmonstration ba弱;
一Researching c所minal 。nd jzルenile
hw Iゆrm ;n Mみs,SaCh?ettS and New
月かIquhire ond, ;n co所mCtion wilh /he
American and M広s$aCh払setts Bar Asso置
Ciation5, ;n ve9tおating crim inal proced研e
rqわrm fn Ma捌oCh?etみ
- Estab椋hing prJSOn /egal servic跨
progams jn /hree Mdsgach重1SettS CO〃℃C-
tional ;nstit?ion5;
- 4dminおtering meyor jnterdおci-
plinaIy St祝かCOnCemmg mmate佃gal
needs ond /he JI7やaCt Qfprison /cgal?功
一Provi俄ng research and p肋7nlng
assおtance /0 /he State QfNをw HbI7や-
Sh加e ho /heくねvelqpment Q声応擁t Com-
prehensive Law用l佃rcement P楊n.
Prq/おsor Krantz, a /brmer oIganjzed
Crime prosec!/tOrjbr /he United States
奴やartment Qf JαStice, WaS /he stqガ
attomの, reやOnSibわめrくれ妨ing m?h
Q/ the Po〃ce 7むk Fbrce RqpOrt/br /he
Pr跨iくわnt5 Cbmm話sion on Law E正
方rcement and 4dninおt朋tion Qf J躍-
Semimr ot /he Cbnter jbr C+iminal J?tice
tice. Lわwas a/so co-a?hor Qf /he
American Bar 4SSOCiation b Stamわrd§
Rehting /0 /he肋ban Police用/nCtion.
SHELDON KRANTZ,
prq/おsor qf“ Law
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SC賞ENCE
丁he cause of the most widespread and universaI
Skin diso「de「 is s帥a mystery today.
Laura “feichman Freid
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Attacking peopie at an age when
they are particuIarIy vuInerabie,
acne often becomes another
†嵩…土器措窪続きS
)　　physICaiIy scarred.
SC量ENCE
Fortun t iy i  the Iast decade
「esearche「s have deveIoped
enough options to suppress acne
and there a「e very few affected
PeOPie whose condition cannot
be imp「oved by good de「matoIog-
ical treatment.
Al hough cosmetics and frequent
Cleansing dry the skin, these
treatments do not stop acne pIm-
Ples from deveIopIng.
Sulfur, Sun lamps, tincture ofgreen soap, hot compresses, COldCOmpreSSeS, dry ice, COmedoextractors, laxatives, face masks
ーany and all of these treatments have
been daily rituals for acne sufferers. The
maJOrity of these ``cures,, have as much
relevance as the formula of “water from
the Qebu plant, meal of alabaster, grain
honey and human milk,, that was
described in the Ebers Papyrus in 1500
B.C. as a solution for acne.
During the past decade researchers
have strongly suggested that physicians
Who advise suntannlng, Cleanslng fre-
quently and the avoidance of greasy
foods are either wrong or misslng the
point. It may be shocking to realize that
the cause of the most widespread and
universal human skin disorder is still a
mystery today.
Acne research is a relatively new field.
Part of the reason for this medical
neglect is due to the fact that fatal dis-
eases were obviously a higher prlOrity. In
addition, because human beings are the
Only species to have acne, reSearCh is try-
1ng and difficult. In recent years, how-
ever, major breakthroughs have
OCCurred, and some of the pione6rlng
WOrk has been conducted at Boston Uni_
VerSity Medical Center by Dr. Peter
Pochi and his colleague, Dr. John
St重auss.
Dr. Pochi recently took the time toreview some of the factors invoIved
in acne and the best methods of improv-
mg the condition.
Acne vulgarlS, Or COmmOn aCne, lS
defined as the eruption of pimples.
Approximately 75% of adolescents suf-
fer from it. Attacking people at an age
When they are particularly vulnerable,
acne often becomes another trauma,
many times leavmg its victims emotion-
ally as well as physically scarred.
Acne occurs on the face, neCk, Chest
and back. These areas have approxi-
mately 400 to 900 sebaceous follicles
(hair follicles attached to sebaceous or
O l producing glands) per square centime-
ter. The rest of the body skin contains
approximat ly lOO sebaceous follicles per
Square Centimeter and is therefore much
less likely to be affected by acne.
Sebaceous glands develop early in fetal
life but remain inactive until puberty.
During puberty, the sebaceous glands are
activated by hormones and begin pro-
ducing sebum.
In 1941 Dr. James Hamilton discov-
er d that th  male hormone, teStOS-
terone, WaS reSPOnSible for triggerlng
Sebum production. When Dr. Hamilton
ave testosterone to prepubertal boys,
CaStrate men, and women who had had
their ovar es removed (OVaries produce
Small amounts of testosterone), these
blemish血ee ndividuals developed acne.
The acne lesions disappeared when tes-
tosterone was discontinued.
T is impo tant discovery did not,
however, nSWer all the questions. For
exanple, although men produce 80%
more sebum due to their higher levels of
te tost rone, SOme WOmen aCtually
SeCrete mOre Sebum than men. In addi_
tion, reSearChers indicated that some
PeOPle who had a low level of sebum
COuld still develop severe acne, While
Others who produced large amounts of
Sebum did not experience acne.
In the 1960’s, P10neermg reSearCh was
COnducted by Doctors Pochi and Strauss.
Through a series of experiments they
found that acne was a disease of the
entire pilosebaceous unit which consisted
Of a hair follicle, Sebaceous gland and a
Sebaceous duct connecting the two.
丁塁蒜霊請書書誌
PrOduction is coupled with follicular wall
Weakness  Wall weakness is caused when
dead keratinous cells (tough fibers that
lin the wall) build up and cause the wall
to become thicker but less sturdy. The
Sebum often leaks through the wall and
is att cked by bacteria, (COrynebacteriun
acnes) which feed on the sebum. Fatty
acids result as a byproduct of this feed-
1ng PrOCeSS・ The creation of these fatty
acids seems to inflame the skin and thus
CauSe PlmPles.
This und standing finally proved that
PlmPles are not caused by dirt blocking
POreS. Although cosmetics and frequent
Cleanslng dry the skin, these treatments
do not stop acne plmPles from develop-
ing.
There ar  various types of acne
lesions. The most common are white_
heads or cIosed comedones. They are
made up of keratinous cells, fatty acids
and bacteria which form a lipid paste.
This paste cIogs the follicular wa!l and
forms what we recognlZe aS a Whitehead.
As this paste expands, it can go two
WayS, either up or across. When the fol-
1icular wall is fairly strong, PreSSure
forces the comedo up, OPenmg the pore.
This open comedo is known as a black-
head. The black coIoration is not caused
by dirt, but rather by the plgment Or
mela in in the paste which darkens in
th  open air.
When the follicular wall does not with_
Stand the pressure of the expanding
CIosed comedo, Or When a whitehead is
SqueeZ d, the paste is forced through the
follicular wall, and a skin in珊ammation
results ue to the release of the comedo,
Which is actually a sack of poISOnS.
Wh n these poISOnS eat their way
through the entire epithelial wall, a Plm-
Ple or p pule appears. If the inflamma-
tion is Iocated toward the §urface of the
Skin, PuS may be visible in the papule
and this is labeled a pustule. Nodules or
CyStS, the worst type of acne lesions, are
large and deeply inflamed papules where
most or all of the follicular wall has been
destroyed.
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Stages of an Acne infection
「. A rormal sebaceous fo=icIe;
2, A micr∞Omedo, Or beginnlng PlmPle;
3, A cIosed comedo, Or Whitehead;
4. An open ccmedo, Or blackhead;
5. A papule, in which the free fatty acids
have eaten t「reir wayihrough the
folIicle wal川nings;
6, A pustuIe, in Which the follicle wall
break is more locaIked;
7, A cyst, or iarge, deep sac of acidic
Semi-SOIid poISOnS
DermatoIogists, SearChing for cures ofacne, 1nVeS igate various steps in the
PrOCeSS. Since hormones stimulate oil
glands, and oil production is a critical
SteP in the development of acne, hor-
mones have been investigated over the
PaSt 15 years.
Pochi and Strauss began publishing
results of their hormone research in the
humal Q/ hV跨tなative Llemato/ogy in
1962. Their experiments indicated that
large dose§ Of estrogen suppress seba-
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ceous production in men and women.
Large doses of the female hormone
estrogen cannot be used for men, but
this hormone is used to effectively sup-
press acne in women. This is not) how-
ever, COnSidered to be a real cure for a
number of reasons. The prlmary draw-
back i§ the fact that estrogen, uSually
prescribed in the form of birth controI
Pills, has to be taken on a long-term
basis; aS SOOn aS WOmen StOP taking it,
sebum levels increase to the pretreatment
state. In addition, reluctance to use super
doses of estrogen consequently results in
less effective suppression of acne.
A second line of approach in com-
bating acne is the use of antibacterial
agents. Dr. Pochi noted that in the
1940,s it was commonly believed that
SeVeral cases of acne resulted from sec-
Ondary infection. Based upon this falla-
Cious assumption, antibiotics were intro-
duced to combat the infection. These
antibiotics were somewhat successful,
and although it has been proven that
acne isn,t an infection, antibiotics were
Still effective.
Durlng the 1960’s, Pochi and Straussdiscovered why. They fou that
tetracycline, a COmmOn antibiotic, WaS
effective because it succeeded in reducing
the amount of fatty acids which inflamed
the skin. Unfortunately, tetraCyCline like
estrogen is suppressive, nOt Curative, and
has been known to cause side effects
such as nausea, loose stooIs and vaglnal
infection.
Some over-the-COunter PreParations
have antibacterials, but because these
SOlutions are applied topically, like alco-
hol, they rarely penetrate to the source
Of the problem and therefore do not help
acne. Acne may seem to last forever,
but, aCtually, an individual pimple only
lasts for two or three weeks. Once a plm_
Ple develops, nO eXtemally applied medi-
cation will shorten its duration.
The extemal preparations which con-
tain benzoyl peroxide or vitamin A acid
have proven to be among the most suc-
CeSSful treatments. Benzoyl peroxide acts
in the fa h on of an external antibiotic,
inhibiting bacteria C acnes.
Ⅵtamin A acid or retinoic acid seems
to work by preventing the dead kerati-
nous cells from sticking together. It is
not yet known why this happens, but
Vitamin A acid cap be used externally in
low concentra ions to suppress acne.
Patients usmg Vitamin A must be under
the care of a dermatoIogist because the
acid can irritate the skin.
Dr. Pochi finds the hormonal research
the most compelling. He is currently
WOrking on a hormonal combination
Which wil  sup ress oil gland secretion.
A graduate f the Boston University
SchooI of Medicine, Pochi became
interested in dermatoIogy while he was a
medical officer in the Navy and he has
been invoIved with research in the field
since that time.
Acne is as much a frustration to itsvictims as it is to the researchers. It is
difficult to study skin ti§Sue and there-
fore researchers are forced to use indirect
met ods such as measurlng bacterial and
Chemical components of oil secretion.
Fortunately in the last decade
researchers have developed enough
OPtions t  suppress acne and there are
Very few affected people whose condition
CannOt be imp ved by good dermatoIo-
gi al treatment.
The exact cause of acne is, however,
Still a mystery - a myStery that has pla-
gued the vast majority of us.
This article was influenced by an analysis
Of research conducted by Dr. Alan Sha-
1ita at e State University of New York.
PETER E. PocH量おaprQ/おsor Q/
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Ve櫛i砂SchooI Qf Me勝cine, /卯5.
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Joumal of DermatoIogy, Archives of
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Dermatology, Practice of Medicine, Ond
the American Joumal of Clinical Nutri-
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醒闘
The medical school emphasis on competition for grades
and scientific excellence has produced doctors who
are more attuned to symptom classification than to
their patients’human needs.
Hilary Eaton Chabot
灘eople are dissatisfied with medi-
Cal care these days・ A woman,
Pregnant With her first child,
leams that her ob tetrician is
Starting his vacation the day her baby is
due; ParentS With a child who is i11 can,t
find a doctor to visit him at home.
Many people are shocked by工he high
COSt Of hospital care, and others com-
Plain about their doctor,s負bedside man_
ner’’- they feel their doctor doesn,t
Care about them. Report after report
demonstrates that people are alienated
from the health care system.
Twentieth-Century medical schooIs are
training highly specialized physicians.
But, if the reports are accurate, these
young doctors sometimes lack the sen-
Sitivity and compassion patients seek in a
Physician. This lack of compassion, COu-
Pled with high costs and the trend away
from family practice, has caused the high
esteem in which physicians were tradi-
tionally held to decline.
Medical educators are exammlng their
寧　　rOle in the training of new physicians
and trying to develop new education pro-
grams. Under a $1.03 million grant from
the Commonwealth fund of New York
City, an innovative approach to medical
education has begun at Boston Univer一
§ity. The program is aimed toward devel-
OPing highly trained physicians who are
aware of society’s health needs and sensi-
tive to the human dimension in health
The University’s new program, titled
the Integrated Medical Modular Curricu-
lum, allows 15 selected students to take
medical schooI courses during the last
two years of college.
The program, however, does not accel-
erate medical training. Students are
Selected during their sophomore years,
receive the B.A. degree at the end of
their fourth undergraduate year, and
their M.D. degree from the SchooI of
Medicine at the end of their fourth post-
grnduate year. By providing greater flex-
ibility in medical education, the program
Seeks to encourage students to study
humanities and reduce the pressure for
grades.
’IYaditional Medical
Education
圃any of the problems facing themedical profession tod y star ed
With the growth of America. In the
1800’s, the country expanded westward
and pioneers embarked on long JOumeyS
to newly-anneXed, undeveloped territo-
ries・ This widely scattered population
gave rise to a need for more medical
PraCtitioners than were studying at medi-
Cal schooIs in the East. Tb meet this
need, PrOPrie ary medical schooIs arose,
PrOducing poorly-trained practitioners.
In 1910, Abraham Flexner published a
report which recommended that medical
SChooIs be more tightly regulated, limited
in number and highly selective in their
admissions policies. Flexner stressed that
Physicians must have a high degree of
traini g in the sciences. He held family
doctors in low esteem.
Some m dical professionals believe
that Flexner paved the way for the devel-
OPm nt Of the rigid, SCience-Oriented,
highly-SPeCialized and competitive system
Of medical education under which physi-
Cians are trained today. The family doc-
tor has become an endangered species;
SPeCialized training provides the more
lucrative career path.
The emphasis on scientific achieve_
ment and the intense competition for
entry into medical school tend to tum
Students into ``grinds,,, who study only
to get high grades・ The effects of pres-
Sure and competition are told in the pop-
ular stories about students cheating on
exams and arlng articles out of refer-
en e books to prevent other students
from studying.
“Some students make such an effort
to get good grades’they don,t fully
b nefit from their educational experi-
ence,,, sa d Dr・ John I. Sandson, dean
Of the SchooI of Medicine at Boston
University and director of the new eight-
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Twentieth-Century medical
SChooIs are training highly spe-
Cialized physicians. But, if the
reports are accurate, these
young doctors sometimes lack
the sensitivity and compassion
Patients seek in a physician.
year PrOgram.
“Thirty-five to forty-five percent of
those premedical students who come to
the College of Liberal Arts (CLA) don,t
get into medical school,,, he said.質Most
medical students know little about maJOr
health care problems of the country or
the delivery of health care. Most know
little about the care of dving patients or
human §eXuality.
``It is the observation of many teachers
that medical students don,t have the
qualities of sensitivity and compassion
terribly necessary for the physician.,,
The empha§is on scientific excellence
and competition for faculty approval
may exacerbate this insensitivity. In
addition, the tendency of some medical
Students to disassociate the illness from
the patient, CauSeS them to focus on
SymPtOm Classification rather than on
the patient’s human needs.
``The physician used to be the most
respected professional,,, Dr. Sandson
Said. “Now, tOO many PeOPle across the
economic spectrum have had experiences
With physicians who are not willing to
take full, On-gOlng Care Of them. The
Carlng Physician is becomlng a rare
entity. The result is frustration on the
Part Of the American people.,,
Altemative paths to the traditional
medical curriculum have been under
exper mentation since the early 1960,s,
When Boston University initiated the Six-
Year College of Liberal Arts-Medical
Education Combined Program. This
PrOgram allows highly qualified high
SChool graduates to follow an intensified
two-year COllege curriculum, followed by
four years of medical school. Admission
to medical school is guaranteed at the
Start Of the program.
Ernest Blaustein, director of the six-
year program, Said premedical students
tend to Iook at the liberal arts as an
undergraduate chore. “In our long-
Standing six-year PrOgram, that has been
Ch nged. Stude ts eagerly expIore among
available electives …. the new eight-
year program will offer a base on which
to build an even more integrated pro-
gram of study.’’
New Plan Provides
In grated Altemative
間he new Integrated Medical ModularCurriculum is an outgrowth of the
Six-year PrOgram, Which has been in exis-
The emphasis on scientific
achievem nt and the intense
COmPetition for entry into medi-
Cal school tend to tum students
into “grinds,’’who study only to
get high grades.
tence for 17 years. The new program
does not accelerate medical training; it
allows students to begin taking medical
COurSeS in the last two years of college.
The courses, Or mOdules, being initiated
this year include microbioIogy, biochem-
istry and socioIogy of medicine. Courses
to be offered at a later date include med_
ical ethics, medicine and the law, and
Philosophy.
The progran allows students the flex-
ibility while in medical school to take
COurSeS in the humanities, Or tO begin
early clinical training if de§ired. The
emphasis on continuing humanities edu-
Cation throug  electives allows the devel-
OPm  Physician to broaden his or her
focus and reinforces the humanistic
dimensions of health care. Dr. Sandson
feels that the high stress level, a Charac-
teristic of the first two years of medical
SChooI caused by the heavy science cur-
riculum, Will be reduced.
Another feature of the program is that
the modules are jointly administered by
faculty from CLA and the SchooI of
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“Most medical students know
little about maJOr health care
PrOblems of the country or the
delivery of health care. Most
know little about the care of
dying patients or human
SeXuality. ”
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Medicine, and students are chosen by a
JOmt admissions committee.
驚andson believes this may be the firsttime such cooperation has been
attempted. Faculties at universities and
medical schooIs across the country have
traditionally been clearly separated,
Partly because of territorial possessive-
ness and general mistrust. For the first
time, SchooI of Medicine faculty mem-
bers will teach at CLA, and CLA profes-
SOrS Will teach at the SchooI of Medicine.
Premedical students will have the oppor-
tunity to become acquainted with the
medical school first-hand.
買Wth the two faculties interacting, We
Can teaCh each other and not be so iso-
lated,’’Sandson said.買The transition
for students between college and medical
SChooI will become smoother, With less
COurSe redundancy especially in the
SC量CnCeS.タタ
Sandson hopes that the program will
SerVe aS a mOdel for medical schooIs
nationwide.質I think we are embarking
On an experiment that will identify an
OPtimal, ideal form of medical
education.,,
聞he program guarantees that selectedStudents will be admitted to m di al
SChool, thereby alleviating the intense
PreSSure for grades. But what about the
35 to 45 percent of CLA students who
aren’t admitted?
According to S ndson, there is a vital
need for comprehensive counseling in the
Premedical years.質Any student who
realistically appraises the competition for
medical school has to realize not every-
One Can be accepted. There should be
appropriate counseling for those who
don?t get into medical school, tO help
them choose different professions in
health-related fields.,,
Students who are not accepted at a
medical school either keep trying or
Choose non-health-related careers. Some
attend European medical schooIs and
experience difficulty establishing a prac-
tice upon their retum home. Sandson
believes §tudents should have counseling
available throughout their medical
education.
“I want students to be better informed
When making their choice of a spe-
Cialty,,, Sandson said.買They should
know what the country,s needs are and
What the needs are in different parts of
the country・ For example, they should
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“I think we are embarking on an
experiment that will identify an
OPtimal, ideal form of medical
education.?
know that the country presently needs
more generalists, and that there is a sur_
Plus of neurosurgeons.,,
The Commonwealth grant, Which
funds the first year and a quarter of the
neW PrOgram, Will be devoted exclusively
o curriculum development. career coun-
Seling, a POSSible addition to the pro-
gram, Will be funded by other sources.
Dean Sandson is director of the new
PrOgram. Coordinators are carl
Franzblau’PrOfessor of Biochemistry,
SchooI of Medicine; and, Norman N.
Li htin, dep rtment of Chemistry,
College of Libera工Arts.
DR. JoHN I. SANDSON,
Dean Qf /he Schoo/ qf晩c?ine
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